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The International Space University Space Studies Program 2012: 
A Newsletter from Team Canada 

Week 1 

After months of anticipation and several weeks of getting to know each other via email, "Team 
Canada" CFISU scholarship recipients made first face-to-face contact in Cambridge, Ontario. 
We met up with several other Canadian participants, and were treated to wonderful meals, 
anecdotes and briefings from ISU Alumni, a tour of COM DEV and exactEarth, and a crash 
lesson on the importance of Canadian representation at ISU's infamous Culture Night. After two 
whirlwind days, we hopped on a very early flight, fully charged with inspiring thoughts, and more 
than ready to trade in our spring coats for a summer of space surfboards in Melbourne, Florida. 

 

Team Canada SSP 2012 Participants take a tour of COM DEV 

 After stepping off the plane (our luggage arrived a few hours later on a different flight) we slowly 
melted into the puddle of warmth that is Florida, and our first ISU test of endurance began. After 
navigating the Florida Institute of Technology (home of not one, but three outdoor swimming 
pools), we wandered in the broiling sun to gather necessities (sunscreen, water), gathered for 
dinner at the sumptuous Panther Dining Hall, and later engaged in a speed-intro activity for all 
SSP Participants, from 31 countries. It was wonderfully inspiring to hear the brief yet poignant 
reasons for which we had all gathered at that moment in time. It was also our first time to meet 
the other Canadian participants. Seeing the disoriented faces of other freshly-landed 
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participants, we realized how fortunate we had been to experience an orientation in Cambridge. 
Nevertheless, it wasn't long after that we were all initiated into the ISU family with an official 
pinning ceremony, featuring one of the three founders of ISU, Bob Richards. This was followed 
up with the official Opening Ceremony and Reception where we met Lori Garver, NASA Deputy 
Administrator, Tony Catanese, Florida Tech President, Guy Boy, SSP12 Local Committee chair, 
and Gary Martin, the ISU-SSP Director, amongst many others.  

 

Team Canada Ladies:  Catrina, Renate and Melissa at the SSP 2012 Opening Ceremony 

We were also treated to a spectacular performance of Native American hoop dancing, in which 
the fluidity of the hoops formed everything from a beating butterfly's wings to the earth itself. It 
brought us all back to the notion that everything - all art, science, people, cultures and 
disciplines are interlinked. It was the perfect metaphor to ponder as we paused on the brink of 
our entry to ISU. 

 

      Native American Hoop Dancer at ISU SSP 2012 Opening Ceremony 
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With the formalities of orientation over, we all quickly realized how intense and exciting a time 
was ahead of us during our initial classes. Leaping from Space Art History to Policy to Economic 
Rationales and over to Orbital Mechanics, our minds were challenged to perform dazzling and 
daring feats of interdisciplinary gymnastics. Each afternoon brought new challenges in space 
debate and fascinating lectures from visiting experts, such as NASA astronaut and Head of 
Education, Leland Melvin. If that wasn't enough, the participants were whisked away to visits to 
the local Brevard Planetarium and the Kennedy Space Centre Visitor's Centre. Sleep would 
have to wait! 

Week 2 

The second week brought a real treat to our midst - participants in the Team Project STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and Math) got to have lunch with the hilarious and wise Bill 
Nye "the Science Guy", who reiterated the importance of two timeless questions later at the 
Soffen Memorial Panel:  "Where did we come from?" and "Are we alone?" Thoughtful nuggets 
such as these were also given a daring edge by General Dr. Peter Worden, G. Scott Hubbard, 
and Dr. Yvonne Pendleton. A skilfully moderated panel allowed participants to directly interact 
with these four luminaries, who challenged us to open our minds, sharpen our critical thinking, 
and above all, step up to the challenge of becoming future leaders. Following this challenging 
and uplifting panel, a reception on the balcony across from the iconic Vehicle Assembly Bay 
gave us a taste of what was to come:  an invitation to view the Altas V rocket launch from that 
very place. Standing out on that balcony after such a marvelous panel, the participants from all 
31 countries shared a common theme:  that we had stepped into a dream come true. 

 

 

Mark Seymour, SSP 2012 Participant, posing in front of the Vehicle Assembly Building 
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Week Two was rounded out with a trip to Disneyworld, where we received an introduction to the 
"Engineering behind the Magic" at Epcot Center before being let loose in the park. Naturally, we 
gravitated towards Space Mountain and Mission: SPACE! but were as equally thrilled with the 
Aerosmith Rock N' Roller Coaster with its extreme acceleration, the perfect training ground for 
budding astronauts! 

Week 3 

Week Three brought an immersion into the nature of team-building on an intercultural and 
interdisciplinary level. With more focus on our Team Projects (STEM, Space Debris, Spaceports 
and Next Generation Space Station), we began to experience the true challenge and benefits of 
working with such a diverse group of people. This exercise in self-organization and 
determination was also paralleled in a Team Robotics competition and a Team Rube-Goldberg 
machine building exercise. Although facing these challenging and rewarding tasks (and sensing 
the added pressure of the core lecture exam coming up soon), participants still managed to find 
the time to give their all to the Friday Culture Nights, and even find a little time for swimming, 
sunbathing, and surfing.  

While culture and social events continued to bring us a little closer together, there is no doubt 
which activity really moved us all:  The launch of the Atlas V rocket carrying the classified 
NROL-38 Satellite from NASA's Kennedy Space Center on June 20, 2012. As it took off into the 
sky like a fragile matchstick, the delicate hope in our human endeavours was never more 
apparent. Five seconds later, a sound came barrelling out to hit us:  the power of rocket fuel 
ripping through the sky. It was in that moment that we could sense the dual nature of us all - the 
technical precision and raw force inherent in humanity, matched with the perfect delicacy of our 

spirits that long to be floating in 
space. To see a rocket launch 
from NASA was indeed a 
dream come true. The end of 
Week three marked a 
transition point into the winding 
down of lectures and the 
gearing up of Department 
Activities. As we split into 
separate departments, we 
hoped to carry the teamwork 
lessons forward as we 
continued to learn and grow. 
There is much to be done in 
the space industry, and we felt 
privileged to be able to do it, 
together.  

Our balcony view of the NROL-38 Satellite Launch at Kennedy Space Center 
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Week 4 

It was hard to imagine, but moving into week four of SSP12, Team Canada found itself even 
busier than the first three weeks! This final week of core lectures presented the participants with 
more complex ideas in all seven disciplines, building on the core material already presented. 
Nevertheless, there was no dispute that the topics remained both fascinating and entertaining. 
Fittingly, the core lecture series ended with the lecture Cosmology: Origin and Fate of the 
Universe. Professor Marov managed to condense the existence of the universe into a single 
hour, which somehow made the notion of studying sixty lectures in one weekend a little easier.  

While final lectures continued, department activities also kicked into gear. Team Canada was 
evenly distributed across all seven departments which included Space Management and 
Business, Space Life Sciences, Space Law and Policy, Space Physical Sciences, Space 
Applications, Space Engineering, and Space and Society. While initial department lectures and 
department social activities began, all participants also were introduced into one of four Team 
Projects:  Space Debris Mitigation and Removal, Spaceports, Next Generation Space Station, 
and What Can Space Contribute to Global STEM Education?  

While all this was happening, the 
Rube Goldberg machine team-building 
activity finally came to fruition. 
Balloons popped, levers swung, 
bottles knocked over, shelves 
wobbled, boats floated forth, cars 
rolled, lines zipped, and after quite a 
few stalled starts at various points 
along the way, the giant overly 
complicated machine culminated in a 
foam rocket shooting to victory! 

 

 

 

 

         Rube Goldberg machine preparations in full swing 

 

In between all this activity, participants also attended a Space Media Panel, featuring Dr. David 
Livingstone, Leonard David, Irene Klotz, Bill Harwood and Jim Lewis. Participants learned about 
issues facing space news reporters, received tips about dealing with the media, and had the 
rare opportunity to pose questions to this distinguished and knowledgeable group of speakers. 
Without a doubt, the cherry on top of this very busy week came on June 30, as everyone rose at 
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3:30am to head out for a second opportunity to view a launch at NASA! After three initial scrubs 
during countdown, the Delta IV Heavy finally launched, tearing through the sunny Florida sky. 
Once again we were rendered awestruck at our amazing good fortune to view this event from 
the Operations Support Building II at Kennedy Space Center (KSC). Lady Luck was definitely on 
our side that day, as we happened to be in just the right place and time after the launch to 
witness Atlantis roll over from the Obiter Processing Facility to the Vehicle Assembly Building. 
Seeing the weathered spacecraft so close was an unexpected, moving and unforgettable 
experience.  

 

An impromptu meeting between ISU and Atlantis 

 

To top off this unbelievable week, Canada Day celebrations were held in tandem with core 
lecture exam study time. Team Canada perched outside of Panther Dining Hall, playing 
Canadian music, decorating passers-by with temporary tattoos and pins, and handing out cups 
of maple syrup and Saskatoon berry tea to complement brunch pancakes. Inside the dining hall, 
we impressed (amused?) the poutine-munching diners with a rousing bilingual chorus of “Oh 
Canada”, later rounding out the day with a classic Canadian BBQ visited as a “study break”. 
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Canada Day:  maple syrup for all!  

Week 5 
 
The day after Canada Day brought a milestone event:  the 4-hour core lecture exam. After 
making it through this momentous academic occasion, participants enjoyed the levity of a week 
of varied departmental lectures, activities and social events. After a full day of focused tours, 
lectures and workshops at KSC, the Space and Society, Space Applications and Law and Policy 
departments enjoyed a group boat tour while learning about local history. Meanwhile, the 
Business and Management department visited Cocoa Beach to network with executives in the 
relaxing atmosphere of Café Surfinista. 
 
As the department activities and lectures continued, more focused work also started on the 
Team Projects, as the teams worked to polish their mission statements and create outlines for 
their letters of intent. There was also time carved out for some creative and thought-provoking 
workshops: Habitat Design, Science Fiction Writing, Remote Sensing, Computer Vision and 
Decoding the Media. Most of the time, participants found themselves wishing they could do 
everything – the hardest part was choosing just one! 
 
Week five also brought an inaugural TEDxISU event “Open Source Space” to the Florida 
Institute of Technology campus. Hosted by Chris Stott, it featured inspirational and entertaining 
talks ranging from performance artist Sarah Jane Pell discussing the relationship of art and 
science to Dr. Thomas Painter outlining how the process of cleaning snow can help halt climate 
change. 
 
One of the highlights of the week was the much-anticipated Canada Culture Night (also shared 
with Poland, Israel and South Africa).The obligatory red canoe was marched into the room, 
followed by a procession of Canadian participants decked out in mittens, toques, hockey jerseys 
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and life jackets. After much flag-waving, gift-giving, fact-presenting and good natured joking, we 
portaged the canoe across campus. Aided by visiting alumni, Team Canada watered the 

international crowd with keg beer and 
“slapshots” (an SSP12 invented specialty 
drink consisting of ice cold Tim Horton’s 
coffee and Newfoundland rum, best 
taken quickly). A fine evening was had by 
all. 
 
The “week of levity” came to a close with 
a much-enjoyed Space Masquerade. The 
true creative talents of all participants 
came shining through in this event, as 
elaborate space-themed costumes were 
whipped up within 3 hours and paraded 
around a star-spangled room.  
 
 

Week 6 
 
With week six a focus developed on individual departments, with continued expert lectures and 
activities, culminating in individual reports and presentations, experiments, and group 
department projects. Team Canada’s projects ranged from presentations on Space Theatre in 
Space and Society, to experiments on body growth and shrinkage in Space Life Sciences. 
While the reports were being churned out and experiment data compiled, two parallel theme day 
sessions of Exo-planets and Space Debris were held mid-week, followed up by an afternoon of 
elective workshops. “Being Bruce Willis:  How to Deflect an Asteroid” and “Space Tourism”, led 
by Loretta Whitesides were notably enjoyed by all who attended. 
 
Mid-week also brought another distinguished evening panel event – the International Astronaut 

Panel, which was held at KSC Debus 
Center and followed up by an informal 
reception. Astronauts in attendance 
included panel moderator and centre 
director Bob Cabana, Ken Bowersox, 
Nicole Stott, James Voss, Winston 
Scott, Garrett Reisman Kent Rominger 
and Chiaki Mukai. The combined years 
of experience made for some 
fascinating tales, and it was impossible 
not to be riveted by the stories of 
success, failure, fear and joy, all 
inspired and born of space exploration.  
 

Team Red Canoe 

The SSP12 International Astronaut Panel
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The end of the final department-focused week was met with some sadness, but in usual 
impressive ISU fashion, the weekend brought an extraordinary event. All participants were 
invited to partake in the final day of the Space Engineering department – the rocket launch 
competition. Although an annual event at ISU, the participants at SSP12 felt very honoured and 
incredibly excited to take part in once-in-a-lifetime opportunity:  the launch of rockets from pad 
39A at the Kennedy Space Centre. Hosted under the blazing sun, and narrated by George 
Diller, the iconic voice of NASA, the competition featured a motley lineup of rockets including 
Goldmember, My Little Rocket, Konstantin 369, V-12, Icarus 4, and the faculty-contributed SLS, 
an awe-inspiring scaled model of NASA’s upcoming SLS heavy lifter. Some rockets launched 
successfully (My Little Rocket safely delivered its unicorn payload back to earth) while others 
failed spectacularly (Icarus, true to its name, veered towards the sun, while mini SLS apparently 
decided it would be better to let the real one take the glory). Standing on that historic 
Launchpad, feeling the energy of all participants go up with each individual rocket, it was hard 
not to get swept up in the idea that we were marking a very special point in time; a time of 
transition in the space industry. Launch Pad 39A became a fresh, new place that day, a place 
where space was open to all cultures, disciplines, nations, and a new generation of space 
explorers.    
 

 
 

Ready for liftoff on Launchpad 39A 
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After the rocket launch everyone headed back to the KSC visitor’s centre for a delicious catered 
lunch, but the day did not end there! The whole SSP group was treated to a tour of KSC 

including the Orbiter Processing Facility (OPF) 
and the Vehicle Assembly Building (VAB).  
Participants were divided into small groups and 
given a detailed tour of the OPF, which also 
included a close-up encounter with the orbiter 
Endeavour! The OPF itself was a beautifully 
organized and bright facility, worthy of a tour on 
any given day, but to have the added bonus of 
being mere inches away from Endeavour, with a 
personal guide pointing out details of each re-
entry weathered heat tile and million-dollar 
custom part was a dream come true. The travel 
history of this patchwork-tiled veteran spacecraft 
was evident in every crack, streak and chip. 
Leaving Endeavour behind, the tour moved to 
the VAB, where we had seen Atlantis roll in just 
a mere two weeks prior. The participants were 
wowed by the vastness of the building, which is 
infamous for having its own climate. Everyone 
agreed that any building that can hide Atlantis 
around the corner is indeed impressive! This 
very satisfying day came to a close with 
everyone posing for photos with Atlantis one last 
time.  
 

 
Week 7 
 
Week seven brought the second big gear switch in the program, as everyone big farewell to 
their respective departments, and buckled down to work full time on the four main Team 
Projects. The goal for the end of the week was to present a short initial presentation of each 
team project to all participants and faculty as part of the internal review process. After a very 
intense work week, including many late nights, the teams were prepped and ready early Friday 
morning to give their 45-minute presentations, followed up by 15 minutes of question period 
time. The teams tried to keep in mind that the purpose of this initial presentation was not to be 
perfect; rather it was to present a project summary and challenges to date, and ask for critical 
advice in order to improve over the following two weeks. 
 
The teams were chosen to present in random order. First up was Team Project Next Generation 
Space Station, renamed “BLISS” (Beyond LEO Into the Solar System). They outlined a need to 
make the next generation space station more spacey and attractive to space tourists, as well as 

Adam getting close and personal with Endeavour
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touching on ideas of educational outreach, involvement of developing nations, and technology 
transfer from the existing International Space Station. 
 
Second to present was Team Project STEM, later renamed “SPACE:  One Giant Leap for 
Education”. They focused on outlining the current state of STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Mathematics) education, and presented research on how both space and art 
could bolster STEM learning. 
 
Team Project Spaceports, renamed “OASIS” (Operations and Service Infrastructure for Space) 
presented next. They noted the key definition of a spaceport as a waypoint providing services 
for space vehicles while facilitating arrival and departure, and presented a three-node, three-
phase plan for an orbital spaceport system. 
 
The last Team Project to present was Space Debris, the only team that decided to keep the 
original name. They presented facts on the current climate of orbiting space debris, noting that 
they were working on determining size and location factors of debris as related to risk; this 
would determine a variety of mitigation, capture and de-orbit recommendations. 
 

After a successful and 
thoughtful internal 
review, everyone took 
the opportunity to let 
their hair down at the 
final Friday culture 
night, knowing that it 
would quickly be 
followed by the first 
official on-campus 
working weekend. 
Slovenia, Belgium, 
Ireland, India and 
Japan gave memorable 
presentations that got 
everyone involved in 
Bollywood dancing and 
snacking on sushi! 

Culture nights were a high point of everyone’s experience at SSP12, providing a much-needed 
work release in an environment of intercultural fun and learning.  
 
Week 8 
 
Week eight was commonly known as “crunch time” as it brought with it the major deadline of the 
first draft of the final team project reports, along with final presentation preparation. 
Nevertheless, there were moments carved out to relieve the work tension, including various 

Learning to dance, Bollywood style
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team social activities, and a few stolen moments to the beach and surrounding Orlando 
attractions. 
 
For the most part, team members buckled down to serious work and could be found all over 
campus, utilizing every corner of the dining hall, library, computer labs, classrooms, and 
residence rooms for study and research. As research mode gave way to team-writing, 
multimedia creation and editing mode, the waft of all-night coffee could be smelled in many 
corridors. At the report draft deadline loomed, efforts somehow increased even further, resulting 
in moments of sleep being caught under work tables, and participants being sent on fortifying 
snack runs to help keep up energy.  
 

 

TP STEM gets down to work  

To help get everyone through the week, team chairs and teaching associates helped by 
providing moments of support. TP Space Debris had a delicious Italian dish cooked for them, 
and TP Spaceports enjoyed an afternoon at the beach. TP STEM also got a few hours away 
from their working environment with an active afternoon of go-kart racing, laser tag and mini-golf 
at a local activity park.  All in all, these activities helped mellow out a very intense work week. By 
the time Thursday evening rolled around, all teams were successful in meeting the report draft 
deadline! 
 
In place of culture night, this particular Friday brought with it a new event – Talent Night!  Even 
after a very long and busy work week, the participants gave their all in shining on the stage, with 
an amazing range of talent on display, and an equally energetic audience supporting the 
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performance efforts.  Talents including: singing, guitar, 
dancing, gymnastics, piano, opera, kazoo playing, and 
even poetic calligraphy. It was a highly entertaining and 
unforgettable evening, followed up with a surprise after-
party arranged by the ISU staff. They thoughtfully 
decorated the multipurpose room in ISU colours, even 
providing snacks that included blue and white cupcakes.  
 
The enthusiasm and high spirits of the evening carried 
over to the next night – participants decided to rent a 
whole theatre, dressing up as their favorite superhero to 
watch the latest Batman movie. No doubt, quite the 
impression was made upon local residents out for the 
evening! It was a lovely way to mark the end of crunch 
week, and to mentally prepare for the final week to come.  
 

 
 
 

Week 9 
 
The final week of SSP12 came all too quickly, and it was a strangely mixed week of final editing, 
presentation preparation, last-minute activities, hurried packing, celebration, and bittersweet 
goodbyes. 
 
The beginning of the week marked another deliverable deadline, with the executive summaries 
for each team project submitted first thing Monday morning. With no time to stop, teams 
continued working deep into the night in preparation for the final report deadline the next day. 
With that under their belts, the editing teams took a well-deserved rest, while the presentation 
teams kicked into high gear, rehearsing parts, polishing scripts, sewing costumes, gathering 
props, and designing lighting. While all this was happening, the teams had the opportunity to do 
a brief presentation for Mason Peck, NASA’s Chief Technologist. He asked questions about the 
projects, providing feedback and leaving with a copy of each of the executive summaries.  
 
Final dress rehearsals for the projects went incredibly smoothly with the guidance of the ISU 
and FIT technical staff. As a result, teams were quite well-prepared for final presentations in the 
Gleason Theatre on Thursday morning. With team presentation order picked randomly, there 
was little time for stage nerves to set in, as teams scrambled to start within the allotted 15-
minute setup time. With the presentations being streamed live over the internet, everyone was 
keenly aware of the importance of conveying a professional and thorough final product within a 
specific time frame. 
 
The first team to present was SPACE:  One Giant Leap for Education. They chose to create a 
conceptual “TEDxISU 2040” as a presentation framing device, which allowed them to jump 

  Catrina and Marc, ready to save the world!
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forward and backward in time, presenting solutions to problems that currently exist within STEM 
education. They also included a hologram concept as well as a number of entertaining and 
inspirational videos, created by the team as part of their outreach solutions to attract young 
people into STEM disciplines. 
 
The second team up was Space Debris, who presented questions within the form of a 
“Jeopardy” challenge game, bringing on guest experts within the concept to clarify and expand 
on ideas presented to the challengers. They focused on the 25-year rule of de-orbiting, and 
proposed SpiderSat as a possible debris removal solution. 
 
Next up was team OASIS, who used a similar futuristic presentation style as the first team. 
Flipping forward in the calendar to various points in time, they marked the progress of spaceport 
creation phase-by-phase. They focused on the technologies that would need to be developed in 
order for this 3-node project in LEO, on the moon surface and on Phobos to come to fruition. 
 
The final team to present was BLISS, who presented each audience member with a ticket 
onboard the theoretical Next Generation Space Station. Throughout their presentation, they 
gave a tour of the future spacecraft, outlining everything from the medical lab facilities to the 
space tourists on board. They also focused on the transition from ISS to NGSS. 
 
The end of the presentations was followed up with general feedback session from ISU President 
Walter Peeters, and a final presentation feedback session with each individual chair. With that, 
the SSP12 participants marked the end of their working sessions! Everyone headed out for a 
well-deserved celebratory dance party at a local club, and gathered the next morning for a final 
farewell brunch at Panther Dining Hall. Gary Martin, the SSP12 director, thanked everyone in 
the program, including the SSP students, FIT staff, NASA KSC staff, and the ISU staff and TAs. 
Moving speeches and gifts were exchanged, in recognition of the amazing experience shared 
by all.  
 

Somewhere between the 
final leisurely brunch and 
preparations for the closing 
ceremony, participants 
raced to do last-minute 
packing and trips to the 
post office. Still, within that 
time, there was a moment 
taken for one last event:  a 
tree planting session. 
Participants gathered to 
plant a winged elm tree 
donated by the Secure 
World Foundation on the 
FIT campus as living legacy 

The ISU legacy tree takes root at FIT
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to the ISU presence at FIT.  
 
The final closing ceremony of SSP12 had the participants looking their crisp and beautiful best 
as they arrived at NASA’s KSC IMAX Theatre, taking their seats as a string quartet welcomed 
them to their final official event. The evening opened with brief speeches of congratulation by 
Dr. Robert Richards, Dr. Walter Peeters and Dr. Dwayne McCay. The Keynote speaker, NASA 
Administrator Charles Bolden, gave a short but inspiring speech, congratulating ISU on its 25th 
anniversary and KSC on its 50th anniversary. Janet Pedro, NASA KSC Deputy Director, also 
took a moment to speak before Jonathan Conley, the elected SSP12 class speaker, gave a 
heartfelt speech that culminated with the class promising “Together, as friends, we return to the 
stars.” The Morla Milne Award for the highest academic score was presented by Gary Martin to 
Team Canada’s very own Mark Seymour! Finally, each SSP participant gleefully took to the 
stage to receive their ISU certificates from Gary Martin and ISU Dean Angie Bukley. After a brief 
speech by Ms. Joanne Maguire of Lockheed Martin Space Systems, SSP12 Participant Dr. Julio 
Dalge took a moment to invite everyone to SSP13 in Brazil. 
 
Following the ceremony, a colourful reception was held in the Saturn V Center, where everyone 
ate, drank, chatted and danced under the Saturn V rocket. The music was upbeat and youthful: 
a fitting end to a very energetic and optimistic summer. We parted ways in high spirits, certain 
that we will meet and work together again. 
 

 

Team Canada bids farewell to ISU, KSC and FIT under the Saturn V Rocket 
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Lors de la 4e semaine, chaque équipe a poursuivi et terminé la construction de sa « Rube 
Goldberg machine » (RGM) en vue de la compétition du lundi soir (25 juin). Rappelons qu’une 
RGM est une « machine » de fabrication artisanale qui permet de réaliser une tâche simple de 
manière délibérément complexe et ridicule à l’aide d’une réaction en chaîne de plusieurs 
mécanismes individuels se déclenchant l’un à la suite de l’autre. Son but était de délivrer une 
bille d’acier à l’autre équipe… à partir d’une bille d’acier livrée par l’équipe précédente! Après un 
investissement de temps non négligeable de la part de plusieurs membres d’équipe, les RGM 
étaient complétées, fonctionnelles et fin prêtes pour la compétition du lundi soir. Les différentes 
équipes étaient fébriles à l’arrivée de la compétition. Malgré quelques défaillances, une vidéo de 
la réaction en chaîne de la succession des RGM a pu être produite et tout le monde a eu bien 
du plaisir! 
 
Le restant de la semaine fut marqué par la suite et la fin des 60 « Core Lectures ». Cela 
annonçait le début d’un marathon d’étude pour le week-end de la fête du Canada en vue de 
l’examen du lundi 2 juillet. Ce temps d’étude déjà modeste allait être amoindri par le lancement 
de la fusée Delta Heavy ayant lieu le vendredi matin. Ce moment spectaculaire marquait le 
lancement d’une des fusées les plus puissantes présentement en service. De plus, il y a eu un 
événement non prévu à l’horaire pour pimenter encore plus cette journée mémorable: le 
transfert (et les adieux) de la navette Atlantis d’un bâtiment jusqu’au Vehicle Assembly Building 
(VAB) en vue de sa reconfiguration pour être exposée dans le nouveau bâtiment adjacent au 
KSC Visitor Center (présentement en construction). 
 
Pour plusieurs participants, la fin de semaine fut consacrée à la préparation de l’examen du 
lundi 2 juillet. Il y avait beaucoup de matière à étudier (60 « Core Lectures ») pour peu de temps 
disponible (une fin de semaine). Le BBQ de la fête du Canada fut une autre occasion pour 
prendre une pause pour souligner la journée du 1er juillet.  
 
Au cours des 2 semaines suivant l’examen (semaines 5 et 6), nous avons eu l’occasion 
d’assister aux différentes activités du département que nous avons sélectionnées. Dans mon 
cas, j’avais sélectionné le département « Space Applications ». 
 
Une des activités les plus excitantes fut la journée passée à « NASA Kennedy Space Center 
VAB » ainsi qu’au « Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge ». Ce fut une opportunité de visiter 
l’un des bâtiments les plus légendaires de la NASA : le VAB. Nous avons pu monter jusqu’au 
sommet pour contempler une vue panoramique du site de la NASA. La visite du VAB nous a 
aussi permis de nous approcher de la navette Atlantis qui venait d’être rentrée dans le cadre de 
sa reconversion vers le musée. Nous nous sommes ensuite dirigés vers la maison sur le bord 
de la plage pour assister à des conférences. Cet endroit servait aussi pour les astronautes qui 
désiraient passer du temps en famille avant de partir en mission. La journée se termina par un 
souper-croisière à Cocoa Village. 
 
Une autre journée que j’ai particulièrement aimée fut la visite de Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station. Ces emplacements historiques furent le théâtre de nombreux événements marquants 
du programme spatial américain (Explorer 1, Mercury, Gemini, accident de Apollo 1, …). 
 
Les autres séances du département « Space Applications » furent consacrées à l’exploration de 
sujets tels que l’analyse et l’interprétation d’images issues de la télédétection, les systèmes de 
navigation par satellite, les satellites de communication, les systèmes d’informations 
géographiques, les télescopes (et la présentation de l’expérience d’un astronaute!)… Toutes 
ces séances furent couronnées par la présentation de nos projets individuels ainsi que par la 
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soumission de notre rapport final (j’ai choisi d’explorer le positionnement par GPS ainsi que 
l’estimation de l’erreur provenant du récepteur). 
 
Un autre événement excitant de cette période fut la Soirée Culturelle Canadienne (6 juillet) où 
comme le veut la tradition des SSP précédents, nous avions apporté notre canot pour la 
présentation culturelle canadienne. La fête qui s’est déroulée par la suite a été un moment très 
prisé pour sociabiliser, autant pour les participants que pour les anciens des SSP précédents. 
 
Les dernières semaines (semaines 7, 8 et 9) ont été consacrées aux différents projets d’équipe 
(TPs). Dans mon cas, j’avais sélectionné le projet Spaceports qui visait le développement d’un 
réseau progressif de « Spaceports » pour permettre l’exploration spatiale ainsi que l’émergence 
d’activités commerciales dans l’espace. Ce réseau mise sur l’utilisation des ressources les plus 
compétitives financièrement (utilisation de ressources in-situ pour générer des propergols, de 
l’énergie et des matériaux). L’objectif ultime du réseau de Spaceports serait l’expansion de la 
présence humaine à travers le système solaire. 
 
Nous étions une équipe multidisciplinaire et multiculturelle  de plus de 30 personnes pour 
développer le thème du réseau de « Spaceports ». Nous étions organisés en plusieurs 
départements: affaires, ingénierie, ingénierie des systèmes, droit et sciences. Après plusieurs 
itérations et de nombreuses heures consacrées à ce travail, nous avons réussi à remettre les 
différents livrables, soit la lettre d’intentions, le rapport final, le résumé du rapport final ainsi que 
la présentation. 
 
Ce marathon de 3 semaines fut couronné par la présentation finale de tous les TPs 
(Spaceports, STEM, Space Debris, Next International Space Station) ainsi que par la cérémonie 
de clôture à Kennedy Space Center le lendemain qui a marqué la fin de cette aventure 
incroyable que fut le Space Study Program 2012. 
 

 


